
An interlude of well-being 
in a green oasis

Spa du Château



An express facial to illuminate the skin and bring immediate radiance to the complexion. 

EXPRESS RADIANCE FACIAL

30MIN - 70€

Inspired from the ancestral Japanese art of the 15th century “Kobido”, KOS PARIS face

treatment is a natural lifting method that provides immediate rejuvenating effects.

MASSAGE "KOBIDO"

35MIN - 75€

Inspired from the ancestral Japanese art of the 15th century “Kobido”, KOS PARIS face

treatment is a natural lifting method that provides immediate rejuvenating effects.

Thanks to the synergistic action of exceptional products, this precise face care relieves stress

and brings balance to the body in a moment of deep relaxation. Formulated with exceptional

natural active ingredients such as Prickly Pear seeds oil and Acaí Berry oil, for a glowing

complexion and a replenish skin that looks visibly lifted.

THE “LEGENDS CARE” THE ULTIMATE ANTI-AGEING FACIAL

90MIN - 175€

spa-vlm@lesmaisonsdecampagne.com
01 34 87 58 56

Face Treatments by Kos Paris

Beauty rituals by Mansard Paris 

Accompanied by our beauty ambassadors, personalize your treatment, accompanied by a

relaxing head and scalp massage, legs or hands massage for a deep relaxation.

Balancing purifying ritual

An intensive corrective treatment, focused on the imperfections associated with excess

sebum: oily or combination skin, irritation, pimples, enlarged pores. It restores the skin giving

it a healthy glow. The skin is fresh, detoxified and gently cleansed without drying.

Soothing ritual

This treatment designed to calm sensitive skin provides immediate comfort and protection.

The skin is revitalized, it regains softness, suppleness, and radiance. Skin sensitivity and

redness are reduced, while natural defense is restored.

Intense radiance boost ritual

An active treatment that helps to restore the face’s brightness and glow. Give your tired skin a

boost of energy. Ideal when the seasons is changing.

Highly moisturizing ritual

This treatment restores optimal moisture balance making the skin soft, supple and elasticto

hight concentration of hyaluronic acid. Now fully hydrated and plumped, the skin will glow with

youth and vitality.

60MIN - 100€

TRADITION BEAUTY RITUALS



spa-vlm@lesmaisonsdecampagne.com
01 34 87 58 56

Massages by Kos Paris

The Zen massage reunites the body and the

spirit by procuring a feeling of deep peace.

Gentle and founded on the awaking of the

senses, this massage encourages a total

letting. It is perfect for stressed and

overworked people.

50MIN - 100€ / 80MIN - 150€ 

DUO 50MIN - 190€ 

MASSAGE ZEN BY KOS PARIS
Deep and slow technique, specially

designed to relieve muscle tensions.

Particularly recommended for persons who

regularly practice a sport or a physical

activity.

80MIN - 150€ 

DEEP TISSUE BY KOS PARIS

Relaxing or energizing, choose the technique, pressure and areas you want to target during a

personalized massage (one part of the body back, head and hair, legs)

30MIN - 60€

RELAXING MASSAGE

Relaxing and invigorating massage that gives an intense feeling of bliss and wellness.

50MIN - 100€ 

80MIN - 150€ 

DUO 50MIN - 190€ 

THE OIL CEREMONY BY KOS

This personalizes treatment helps to firm and tighten the skin giving it a youthful appearance

and to relax the skin’s micro tension, improve wrinkles. The facial features are lifted while the

oval face is redesigned. Smoother and more toned, your skin will glow with vitality.

75MIN - 130€

SPECIAL ANTI-WRINKLE OR ANTI-AGING FIRMING RITUAL 



spa-vlm@lesmaisonsdecampagne.com
01 34 87 58 56

S i g n a t u r e  r i t u a l s

Sea salt and apricot oil body scrub is a real

“3 in 1” treatment that exfoliates, cleanses

and nourishes the skin – 30 min, following by

a custom-made modelling – 30 min, an

express facial to illuminate the skin and

bring immediate radiance to the complexion

– 30 min. 

1H30 - 165€

THE DISCOVERY TREATMENT BY KOS PARIS

Using soft brown sugar straight from the

Island of Mauritius, this gourmet honey and

vanilla-scented creamy body scrub enriched

with macadamia oil leaves your skin satin

soft and hydrated all day - 30 min, followed

by a relaxing massage with oils – 60 min. A

hair treatment with the coco Butter – 30

min. Total relaxation to make your skin feel

silky-soft again.

2H - 195€

COCOONING RITUAL BY KOS PARIS

A luxurious detoxifying, draining and firming

ritual with powerful active ingredients such

as Green Tea, Black Red and Mint. This

treatment includes a body scrub of your

choice, followed by a firming and draining

body wrap. A scalp massage will be offered

during the body wrap, then a relaxing body

massage of your choice - 60 min and express

radiance facial – 30 min. This wonderful

treatment will leave you rested.

2H30 - 230€

GREAT DETOX TREATMENT BY KOS PARIS

Scrub of the full body followed by a custom-

made modelling. 

50MIN - 100€ / DUO - 190€ 

SCRUB AND MODELLING RITUAL BY KOS PARIS

A back massage and a personalized facial

treatment with head and leg massage,

relaxes the body and mind.

1H30 - 165€ / DUO - 320€ 

FACE AND BODY BEAUTY RITUAL BY MANSARD
PARIS 

Mansard body treatments

Scrub and oil application of the complete body.

30MIN - 60€ / DUO - 110€

NOURISHING BODY SCRUB

Green tea body scrub followed by a green tea wrap and a silky cream application. A scalp

massage will be offered during the body wrap.

50MIN – 100€ / DUO - 180€

JARDIN IMPÉRIAL DE KYOTO - REGENERATING & DETOXIFYING 

Mango scrub followed by a mango wrap and a silky cream application.

A scalp massage will be offered during the body wrap.

50MIN – 100€ / DUO - 180€

RYTMES DU BRÉSIL - NOURISHING & SOOTHING 



spa-vlm@lesmaisonsdecampagne.com
01 34 87 58 56

Pregnancy rituals

This targeted treatment is aimed exclusively at

expectant mothers in the third to eighth month of

pregnancy and offers an oasis of tranquility. Mainly

made of long soft and reassuring effleurages.

Designed to help you unwind, your body is left

feeling revitalized.

60MIN - 110€

PRENATAL MASSAGE BY KOS PARIS

The Mother to be Ritual by KOS Paris offers a safe

and nurturing treatment experience that focuses

on a full-body gentle soothing massage to relieve

tensions and followed by a glowing facial to

rejuvenate and revive the skin.

90MIN - 155€ 

PREGNANCY RITUAL BY KOS PARIS 

8 TO 14 YEARS OLD - GUEST HOTEL ONLY

A time for us - A back and leg massage for two, to enjoy with your child.

« BULLE DE BIEN-ÊTRE » MASSAGE 30MIN IN DUO - 110€

Child/parent treatments 

Hands scrub and massage with Kos butter.

HANDS TREATMENT 20MIN IN DUO - 90€

Signature massage

As a real spa signature - this treatment is the alliance of different technics of modelling to

get rid of your tensions. Gentle yet dynamic, relaxing yet energetic, this complete sculpting

massage, helps manage stress, which releases and rebalances your energies. 

90MIN - 160€ 

CHÂTEAU DE VILLIERS-LE-MAHIEU SIGNATURE MASSAGE



spa-vlm@lesmaisonsdecampagne.com
01 34 87 58 56

Monday to Friday from 10am to 8pm

Saturday and Sunday from 9am to 8pm

Monday to Friday from 7am to 8pm for seminar

residents

Monday to Friday from 10:00 to 17:00. Please consult

the team for access from 5pm to 8pm.

Sunday from 3pm to 8pm

50€ for access to the Spa for 3 hours, without

treatment

30€ for access to the Spa for 2 hours, with a treatment

of less than 50 minutes

15€ for access to the Spa for 2 hours, with a treatment

lasting more than 50 minutes

You are a guest of the Château de Villiers Le Mahieu:

Access included in your rate but on reservation according

to opening hours and subject to availability. 

Duration 1 hour per person for 24 hours (includes access

to the swimming pool - Sauna - Hammam - Sensory

shower)

Children under 16 years of age are not allowed in the sauna and hammam;
they remain under the supervision of their parents.

 

You are not a guest at the Château de Villiers Le Mahieu:

Opening hours :

Rates per person :

Access to the spa for a duration of 2 hours is offered for

any purchase of a treatment of 2h30min or more.


